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	The Business and Culture of Digital Games: Gamework and Gameplay, 9781412900461 (1412900468), Sage Publications, 2006
"Fusing digital technologies and cultural creativity, exploiting global networks of production and distribution with little regulation and embodying the liberal ideas of individual choice and agency, digital games seem to epitomize global post-industrial neo-liberal cultural products. Kerr finds reality a bit more complex. For all their globality, she says digital games must still attend to local cultural practices, tastes, and social structures if they are to succeed across the major markets. She set out to establish just how global and new digital games are, and to assess the findings in terms of previous media and social theories." -- Reference & Research Book News 20061010  "I was intrigued by the behind-the-scenes information, as the book is riddled with interesting facts only those in the digital game industry know. Kerr offers a large amount of information ... this is a timely book that contributes much to the understanding of video games and the culture associated with them." -- Eric  K. Cooper Contemporary Psychology: APA Review of Books 20061030     

       This book explores the lifecycle of digital games. Drawing upon a broad range of media studies perspectives with aspects of sociology, social theory, and economics, Aphra Kerr explores this all-pervasive, but under-theorized, aspect of our media environment.
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Pro Android GamesApress, 2009
Do you remember landmark games like Wolfenstein 3D, Doom, and Asteroids? Well, here’s an exciting opportunity to build and/or port these games to one of the hottest mobile and netbooks platforms today: Google’s Android.

Pro Android  Games teaches you how to build cool games like Space Blaster and...


		

Sas 9.1 Companion For Unix EnivronmentsSAS Institute, 2004
This valuable reference tool describes the features of the SAS language and SAS interface that are available only on UNIX or that behave differently on UNIX than on other platforms.

Designed for users of SAS in the UNIX environment, this companion is a valuable reference tool. This documentation describes the features of the SAS language...


		

Quantum Mechanics: A Paradigms ApproachPearson Education, 2012

	This innovative new text presents quantum mechanics in a manner that directly reflects the methods used in modern physics research—making the material more approachable and preparing students more thoroughly for real research. Most texts in this area start with a bit of history and then move directly to...





	

Physical Health of Adults with Intellectual and Developmental DisabilitiesSpringer, 2018

	
		This fully revised and expanded second edition brings together findings from research and clinical practice, with comprehensive coverage of the important aspects of physical health in persons with intellectual disability. Professionals involved in the medical and social care and support of persons with intellectual disability should...



		

A Distributed Pi-CalculusCambridge University Press, 2007
Distributed systems are fast becoming the norm in computer science. Formal mathematical models and theories of distributed behavior are needed in order to understand them. This book proposes a distributed pi-calculus called Dpi, for describing the behavior of mobile agents in a distributed world. It is based on an existing formal language, the...

		

Parallel Computing: Architectures, Algorithms and Applications - Volume 15 Advances in Parallel ComputingIOS Press, 2008

	ParCo2007 marks a quarter of a century of the international conferences on parallel computing that started in Berlin in 1983. The aim of the conference is to give an overview of the state-of-the-art of the developments, applications and future trends in high performance computing for all platforms. The conference addresses all aspects of...
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